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Sag A : Disruption of a Satellite in theSag A : Disruption of a Satellite in the  

Milky Way HaloMilky Way Halo



More Satellites to the Milky Way ?More Satellites to the Milky Way ?
New very faint New very faint dSphs dSphs are being discovered are being discovered …… how many are how many are  

we still missing ? Not enough to solve the missing satellitewe still missing ? Not enough to solve the missing satellite  

problem! How faint/low mass can they go ? Empty DM halos ?problem! How faint/low mass can they go ? Empty DM halos ?
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The Local GroupThe Local Group

> 43 galaxies> 43 galaxies  (2007)(2007)

35 dwarfs:35 dwarfs:

    17 17 dSphsdSphs, 5 , 5 dEsdEs, 13 , 13 dIsdIs

50% Local Group gals50% Local Group gals

have have MMtottot<3 10<3 1077 M M

((dIsdIs, , dSphsdSphs))
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The Local Group The Local Group (E. (E. Grebel Grebel 2007, 2007, Saas-Fee Saas-Fee Course)Course)



Dwarf Dwarf EllipticalsEllipticals



Dwarf Dwarf EllipticalsEllipticals

✰✰  spherical - elliptical, exponential light profilesspherical - elliptical, exponential light profiles

✰✰  high central stellar densitieshigh central stellar densities

✰✰  dEs dEs and dE,Ns with nuclei containing up to 20% lightand dE,Ns with nuclei containing up to 20% light
✰✰  MMV V ≥≥ - -17 17 magmag,,    µµVV  ≤≤ 21  21 mag mag arcsecarcsec-2-2

✰✰  M(HI) M(HI) ≤≤  101088 M M, some still have ongoing low-level SF, some still have ongoing low-level SF

✰✰  MMtottot  ~ ~ 101099 M M

✰✰  long-lasting SF in the past long-lasting SF in the past 

✰✰  considerable considerable chemchem. enrichment. enrichment

✰✰  in high galaxy density regions, mostly satellitesin high galaxy density regions, mostly satellites



Dwarf Dwarf SpheroidalsSpheroidals



Dwarf Dwarf SpheroidalsSpheroidals



Dwarf Dwarf Spheroidals dSphsSpheroidals dSphs

✰✰  diffuse, LSB dwarfsdiffuse, LSB dwarfs

✰✰  little central concentrationlittle central concentration

✰✰ younger stellar populations (more centrally  younger stellar populations (more centrally concentrconcentr.).)
✰✰  MMV V ≥≥ - -14 14 magmag,,    µµVV  ≥≥ 22  22 mag mag arcsecarcsec-2-2      (least (least lumlum. gals known). gals known)

✰✰  M(HI) M(HI) ≤≤  101055 M M,,    no ongoing SFno ongoing SF

✰✰  MMtottot  ~ ~ 101077 M M  (least massive gals known)(least massive gals known)

✰✰ exponential light profiles,  exponential light profiles, RR1/21/2 > 100 R > 100 R1/21/2  ((GCs@same lumGCs@same lum.).)

✰✰ long-lasting SF @ early times, all have old stellar pops long-lasting SF @ early times, all have old stellar pops
some stopped SF 10 - 12 some stopped SF 10 - 12 Gyr Gyr ago,ago,  

some formed majority of their stars 6 - 8 some formed majority of their stars 6 - 8 Gyr Gyr agoago

few had SF 1 - 2 few had SF 1 - 2 Gyr Gyr agoago  

SF influenced by big companionSF influenced by big companion

✰✰ low  low metallicities metallicities but large spread in abundancesbut large spread in abundances  

✰✰  in high galaxy density regions, mostly satellitesin high galaxy density regions, mostly satellites

✰✰  high DM fractions or high DM fractions or radially radially varying varying velocveloc. dispersion. dispersion  

anisotropy? anisotropy? 
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Dwarf Dwarf SpheroidalsSpheroidals



dSphs dSphs : Stellar : Stellar MetallicitiesMetallicities

Low but not extremely low stellar abundances.Low but not extremely low stellar abundances.  



DwarfDwarf  Irregular GalaxiesIrregular Galaxies



Dwarf Irregulars Dwarf Irregulars dIrrsdIrrs, , dIsdIs

✰✰ blue, gas-rich, irregular,  blue, gas-rich, irregular, dominated by scattered HII regionsdominated by scattered HII regions

✰✰ young stellar populations, active SF young stellar populations, active SF
✰✰  MMV V ≥≥ - -14 14 magmag,,    µµVV  ≤≤   23  23 mag mag arcsecarcsec-2-2

✰✰  M(HI) M(HI) ≤≤  101099 M M, , clumpy, often more extended than stellar comp.clumpy, often more extended than stellar comp.

✰✰  MMtottot  ~ ~ 10101010 M M  

✰✰ stochastic SF, no spiral arms/density waves stochastic SF, no spiral arms/density waves

✰✰ low  low metallicities metallicities but large spread in abundancesbut large spread in abundances ratios ratios

✰✰  inin  low galaxy density regionslow galaxy density regions

✰✰  do all do all dIrrs dIrrs have old stellar populations ?have old stellar populations ?  

if if dIdI stops SF, it will resemble a  stops SF, it will resemble a dSph dSph after fewafter few  

    100 100 MyrMyr



CMD Analyses of Local Group GalaxiesCMD Analyses of Local Group Galaxies

HST WFPC2 imagingHST WFPC2 imaging

observational limit depends on distance Dobservational limit depends on distance D

detect Giant Branch & (upper) Main Sequencedetect Giant Branch & (upper) Main Sequence

stochastic effects (small star number statistics)stochastic effects (small star number statistics)

SF history entangled with chemical enrichment historySF history entangled with chemical enrichment history



CMD Analyses of Local Group GalaxiesCMD Analyses of Local Group Galaxies

SF history entangled with chemical enrichment history :SF history entangled with chemical enrichment history :

        age - age - metallicity metallicity (- dust) degeneracy for optical colours(- dust) degeneracy for optical colours

disentangled with optical + NIR colours !disentangled with optical + NIR colours !

RGB region of CMDRGB region of CMD

4 different ages4 different ages

3 different [Fe/H] in each panel3 different [Fe/H] in each panel

isochrones at similar positionsisochrones at similar positions



CMD Analysis of CMD Analysis of dSph Sextans dSph Sextans A, A, D=1.32 D=1.32 MpcMpc

Dolphin et al. 03:Dolphin et al. 03:  

HST WFPC2 imaging 50% complete to V=27.5, I=27.0HST WFPC2 imaging 50% complete to V=27.5, I=27.0

  ✰✰ high SFR 2.5  high SFR 2.5 Gyr Gyr agoago

  ✰✰  recent increase in SFR since ~0.1 recent increase in SFR since ~0.1 Gyr Gyr agoago

  ✰✰  stars older than 2.5 stars older than 2.5 GyrGyr

  ✰✰  [Fe/H] = - 1.4[Fe/H] = - 1.4



CMD Analysis of CMD Analysis of dSphsdSphs



CMD Analysis of CMD Analysis of dSphdSph



CMD Analysis of CMD Analysis of dSphdSph



CMD Analyses ofCMD Analyses of  dIrrsdIrrs
Tolstoy et al. 98: HST WFPC2 imaging of Tolstoy et al. 98: HST WFPC2 imaging of LeoALeoA



The The SFHs SFHs of Dwarf Galaxiesof Dwarf Galaxies



CMD Analyses ofCMD Analyses of  dIrrsdIrrs
Tolstoy et al. 98: HST WFPC2 imaging of Tolstoy et al. 98: HST WFPC2 imaging of LeoALeoA, D=?, D=?

  ✰✰ 2 different distance  2 different distance moduli moduli 

  ✰✰  5 GC isochrones with different [Fe/H]5 GC isochrones with different [Fe/H]

  M15             -2.17  M15             -2.17  

    NGC 6397NGC 6397    -1.91-1.91

   NGC 6752 NGC 6752    -1.54-1.54  

    NGC 1852NGC 1852    -1.29-1.29  

    47 47 Tuc        Tuc        -0.71-0.71



CMD Analyses ofCMD Analyses of  dIsdIs
Tolstoy et al. 98: HST WFPC2 imaging of Tolstoy et al. 98: HST WFPC2 imaging of LeoALeoA, D=?, D=?



CMD Analyses ofCMD Analyses of  dIsdIs
Tolstoy et al. 98: HST WFPC2 imaging of Tolstoy et al. 98: HST WFPC2 imaging of LeoALeoA, , BDM=24.2BDM=24.2

12 + log (O/H) = 7.312 + log (O/H) = 7.3  ++/-/-  0.2 (2.4% solar)0.2 (2.4% solar)

(from Skillman+89, (from Skillman+89, PNePNe))

SF history for SF history for 

lookback lookback time ~2 time ~2 Gyr Gyr 



The The SFHs SFHs of Dwarf Galaxiesof Dwarf Galaxies

from from Grebel Grebel 20072007



The The SFHs SFHs of Dwarf Galaxiesof Dwarf Galaxies
from from Grebel Grebel 20072007



DwarfDwarf    Irregular Galaxies Irregular Galaxies dIsdIs

LMCLMC



DwarfDwarf    Irregular Galaxies : LMCIrregular Galaxies : LMC



DwarfDwarf    Irregular Galaxies : LMCIrregular Galaxies : LMC



DwarfDwarf    Irregular Galaxies : LMCIrregular Galaxies : LMC

Star clusters in the LMC show Star clusters in the LMC show age gap : 10 - 3 age gap : 10 - 3 Gyr Gyr agoago

-- not seen in field stars-- not seen in field stars

-- chemical enrichment continued-- chemical enrichment continued

➜➜  Formation of long-lived star clusters only duringFormation of long-lived star clusters only during  

                    peak SF phasespeak SF phases

-- related to close passages of SMC and Milky Way ! ?-- related to close passages of SMC and Milky Way ! ?



The Local GroupThe Local Group



Dwarf Galaxies in the Local GroupDwarf Galaxies in the Local Group

dSphs dSphs more massive before ? got shredmore massive before ? got shred  down by tidaldown by tidal  

forces & past close passagesforces & past close passages  to the MW ?to the MW ?



The LMC -- SMC -- Milky Way SystemThe LMC -- SMC -- Milky Way System



The Fate of the Local GroupThe Fate of the Local Group  (Forbes+00)(Forbes+00)

The elliptical galaxy formerly known as theThe elliptical galaxy formerly known as the    Local GroupLocal Group

MW and M31 will probably merge in ~ 4 MW and M31 will probably merge in ~ 4 GyrGyr

by that time they will have swallowed all their smaller comp.by that time they will have swallowed all their smaller comp.

➜➜    normal field normal field ellipticalelliptical  
When young stellar pops will have faded: MWhen young stellar pops will have faded: MVV  ≤≤  -21.-21.

The Globular Clusters will survive.The Globular Clusters will survive.  

[Gas-rich mergers may produce new GCs][Gas-rich mergers may produce new GCs]

Collect all 700 Local Group GCs with their luminositiesCollect all 700 Local Group GCs with their luminosities  

(+fading) (+fading) and and metallicities metallicities [Fe/H][Fe/H]

➜➜    ~ universal GC Luminosity Function~ universal GC Luminosity Function

➜➜    ~ normal ~ normal bimodal GC [Fe/H] distribution with peaks atbimodal GC [Fe/H] distribution with peaks at  

                                    [Fe/H] = -1.55 & -0.64[Fe/H] = -1.55 & -0.64

MP / MR = 2.5 / 1MP / MR = 2.5 / 1 MP metal-poor, MR metal-richMP metal-poor, MR metal-rich

➜➜    ~ normal GC specific frequency S~ normal GC specific frequency SNN = N = NGCGC⋅⋅ 10 100.4(MV+15)0.4(MV+15)  ~ 3~ 3



The Fate of the Local GroupThe Fate of the Local Group  (Forbes+00)(Forbes+00)

Local Group mergerLocal Group merger  

➜➜    normal field normal field ellipticalelliptical  


